
RFID Reader Accessory

Mobile Tracking Devices
Cover larger areas of an event or site with greater flexibility and security.

How Does a Handheld Device Enhance Mobile Solutions®?

A Mobile Tracking Device allows users to manage personnel, visitors, 

volunteers and assets away from the Command Center at any location. 

Create an event and enroll personnel before the Command Center is setup 

onsite by using a Mobile Tracking Device. Personnel are able to manage 

larger areas of a location while moving in and out of the vicinity of the 

Command Center by tracking individuals, equipment, and activity using 

Mobile Solutions® software. 

> Track people and assets away from the

   command workstation.

> Create an event and enroll people on-site 

   before the command workstation is setup.

> Wirelessly connect to the command 

   workstation by transmitting data in 

   real-time.

> Runs on- & off-line.

> Affordable for both small and large 

   organizations.

> Add multiple applications to each unit.

> Manage multiple applications to each unit.

> Manage multiple entry and exit points of a 

   location.

> Add accountability by managing personnel, 

   volunteers, visitors and assets.

Track Personnel
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Contact Elliott Data Systems, Inc. for more 

information or a free demonstration.

1-888-345-8511

www.elliottmobilesolutions.com

Attachable accessory extends the data 

capture capabilities of Janam's rugged 

PDA-style devices ISO14443 compliant 

and supports Mifare 1K, Mifare 4K and 

Mifare UltraLight tags.
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Mobile Tracking Device Features

Multiple Mobile Tracking Device units provide users the flexibility they 

need to manage a site quickly and securely. Each unit is able to transmit 

data in real-time using a wireless connection or can be uploaded directly 

to the Command Center with a USB Connection. Mobile Tracking Devices 

have the capability to support virtually all formats including 1D & 2D 

barcodes, QR tags, and MiFare, Moca, DesFire and Magstripe cards. 

Mobile Solutions™ web based software is compatible with Apple, Android 

and Windows operating systems. Mobile Tracking Device units are an 

effective, affordable mobile solution for both small and large organizations.


